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Preterite vs imperfect quiz spanish



We use cookies to improve your experience on our site. By clicking ON ACCEPT, you agree to use cookies to process your personal data to personalize your experience. Home El pretérito y el imperfecto Preterite vs. perfect selection of options below. Super Homeberry select preterite or incomplete.
Great feedback! Super Homeberry en Chile select preterite or incomplete in this new episode. Great feedback! Ricitos de Oro #1 Goldilocks and the three bears - select between preterite or incomplete. Lots of reactions and explanations! Ricitos de Oro #2 variation of ricitos #1. This time fill in the correct
forms of preterite or incomplete. Great practice with a lot of irregular verbs. Unit of study on Preterite vs. Incomplete. Qué miedo pasé! Watch a video of the hotel receptionist's day horrible and preterite practice and incomplete. Welcome to our grammar lesson on the differences between preterite tension
and incomplete Spanish. In this lesson, we will learn how to choose between Preterite and Incomplete, and how to mix them into sentences and paragraphs. Then we will train with many useful exercises. For clarity, we will pair orange with Preterite, and green with minus. Note: In holaquepasa.com, we
also have a separate grammar lesson for each tense, where we explain its pairing and provide more example sentences: Spanish PreteriteThe Spanish Preterite minus vs. minus – the general idea we use both Preterite and Minus to talk about the past, but in different ways. In general... The Preterite is
the tension of the main actions. He answers the question: What happened? The missing are nervous for basic information: descriptions, usual procedures, current situations ... He answers the question: What was going on? Let's go a little more in detail for each tense. Uses of preterite and Preterite
tension is tense for major actions. We use it to talk about the completed procedures that have occurred in the past. He tends to answer the following question: What happened? Some of the specific cases that we use Preterite are: past actions that occurred once or a declared number of timesPast actions
with the declared duration Beginginnings and endings in a series of events in the past, one by one sentence sin example: Juan compró una lavadora ayer. Juan bought a washing machine yesterday (a previous work once happened) El año pasado estuve enfermo dos veces. Last year I was sick twice.
(The previous procedure that occurred a number of times) Vive Dez años en Perú.I lived in Peru for ten years. (Time mentioned) La Pilicola Imbezo a Las Díze. The film started at 10:00. (expresses the beginning or end) Ayr, Laura C. Levantao Las Seit de la Manana. Luego se duchó, desayunó, se vistió
y se fue a hacer la compra. Yesterday, Laura got up at 7:00 a.m. and then took a shower, had breakfast, got dressed, and went shopping. (chain of events, one by one) uses Tense incomplete is tense for basic information in the past. He tends to answer the following question: What was going on? Some
of the situations we use are: descriptions of people (physical or psychological), places and things in pasthabitual procedures, past situations in the past and attitudes that serve as a backdrop for something other frames in the past: history, time, age ... Examples of sentences: Nuestra Casa era Grande y
tenía tres plantas. Our house was big and had three floors. (Description in the past) Cuando u era Nino, mi padre trapagapa en una fábrica. Todos los días volvía a casa muy tarde. When I was a kid, my father worked in a factory. Every day he would come home very late. (Usual procedures in the past)
era el año 2005 cuando... It was 2005 when... (background information for something else, as well as time frame) Quando Yenia 20 años... When I was 20 of ten (background information for something else, as well as time frame) Preterite and perfect in the same sentence imagine our Spanish teacher
wants us to translate a sentence containing two different verbs. Tells us that one of the verbs must be in incomplete, the other in pritret. In this case, this trick usually works: if the sentence includes 2 past acts that occurred simultaneously, but took one longer than the other, the longer the work tends to be
in minus, because it is considered a basic information for shorter work. That shorter work tends to be in Preterite. We can understand it visually with the following graph: continuous work, longer in imperfect tension. The main work is shorter in Preterite. Example: Yesterday the weather was good, so I
went out. For example: hacía bowen tiempo y por eso salí. Yesterday the weather was good, so I went out. Practicing now that we know the basic theory, we are going to practice how to choose between Preterite and perfection with useful exercises. Try doing exercises yourself before checking the
analysis and solution. Practice 1: Choose preterite or incomplete in the following sentences, try to decide what is the right tension for each act: 1. I went to the park yesterday.2. The Spanish discovered America in 1492.3. As a child, I used to play everyday.4 video games. My grandfather was always fun.5
We ate the 6 and then we went to the beach. Initially he lived in Denmark and then in Spain.7 I have worked in the company for 25 years and have been married twice analyzing each sentence 1. This sentence, without any other context, is just telling the truth, a complete work I did yesterday → Preterite
2. Again, a procedure that once happened, sn as it is just a fact → Preterite 3. This is business, but it's the usual business, something I used to do regularly. This makes it basic information: how my life at the time was → incomplete 4. This is a description of someone in the past → minus 5. This sentence
is a series of events, one by one → both verbs in Preterite 6. Another of events. Perhaps each event has been several years long, but it is still a series of events one by one → Preterite 7. This is the procedure with the stated duration → Preterite. 8. This is an action that has happened a number of times
→ previous solutions: sentences in Spanish 1. U Foy Park ayer.2. Los Spain Discoperion America en 1492.3. Di Nino, jugaba a videojuegos todos los días.4. Mi abuelo era siempre divertido.5. Comimus y luego fuimos a la playa.6. Primo Vivio en Dinamarca y después en España.7. Tú trabajaste 25 años
en la compañía.8. Ella C. Casso dos Vis. Exercise 2: Preterite and incomplete in the same sentence includes all the following sentences two verbs. In each sentence, one must be done in Preterite and the other in incomplete. I was walking in the garden when I saw her.2. I bought a watch because I
needed it.3. When we were on the beach, we saw Roberto.4. Did you notice the room was empty?5. I met a man who lived in the forest analysis 1- gaps in emissions walking in the park and seeing them both happened at the same time. But walking took longer, so it is considered basic information. In
other words: what was going on? I was walking. I saw her → he was walking = incomplete, saw = Preterite 2. The purchase of the watch and the need for it both happened at the same time. But the need for it is longer, so it is considered basic information of why you bought it. In other words: what was
going on? I needed an hour. I bought it → bought = Preterite, necessary = minus 3. The same thing, both happened at the same time, but being on the beach took longer than seeing Roberto → was = incomplete, felt = Preterite 4. Both happen at the same time, but the empty room is too long to notice. →
notice = Preterite, was = minus 5. At this point, you don't even need an explanation  → met = Preterite, was live = incomplete solutions: sentences in Spanish 1. The government's work on the issue of the right to life is a very good example of the need to make the most of the work of the United States.
Compré un reloj porque lo necesitaba.3. Quando estábamos en la playa, vimos a roberto.4. Notasti que la habitación es vactabaía?5. Conocí a un tío que vivía en la jungla. Exercise 3: A story in one paragraph that tells the story of the following, and we have highlighted and narrated the actions. Again,
try to decide between Preterite and incomplete for each act: once at a time, there was (1) princess who lived (2) in a large castle. She was (3) beautiful, tall and blonde. Princess (4) was already 25 and still did not have (5) husband. One day the Prince (6) arrived in the castle of the distant kingdom. (7) It
was a bit ugly, but also friendly and fun. (8) The princess was invited to spend the day with him and accepted (9). They rode (10) horses, sailed (11) on a lake and made (12) each other many gifts. At night, while they were (13) looking at the stars, he asked her (14) if she wanted (15) to marry him. She
said (16) no and the prince (17) returned to his country Analysis 1 and 2 = basic information, what was happening at the time, before the story really started. The continuous status → minus 3 and 4 = description of her appearance and age → minus 5 = still speaking background information, what was
happening at the time: she did not have a pair → minus 6 = prince arrived. The main work that occurred once → Preterite 7 = Prince's description → incomplete 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 = a series of five events, one by one → Preterite 13 = background information on other actions that appear in the sentence →
minus 14 and 15 = this one is a bit difficult. He asked if she wanted to marry him. If we look at these two procedures (asking about him, whether she wants to marry him or not), he asks for shorter work. Her desire (or unwillingness) is, by comparison, longer: her feelings about him at the time. So 14 is
Preterite and 15 is minus. 16 and 17 = a series of events one by one → preterite solution: the story in Spanish Habia (1) Ona Foz princesa que vivía (2) en un gran castillo. Era (3) Goaba, Alta Y Rubia. La princesa ya tenía (4) 25 años y aún no tenía (5) un esposo. Un día llegó (6) al castillo un príncipe
de un reino lejano. Age (7) un poco feo, pero también simpático y divertido. Invitó (8) a la princesa a pasar el día con él y ella aceptó (9). Montaron (10) and caballo, Sagaron (11) Port Lago y se hicieron (12) muchos regalos. In the past, the government had been able to make a number of important
achievements in the field of human rights, including the right to health, health and the environment, and to ensure that the rights of the people were not met. La princesa dijo (16) que no, y el príncipe regresó (17) a su reino. Dino.
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